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1. Let't4 be the class of finite groups in which every subgroup is normal. (Such groups

are called Hamiltonian groups.)

(a) Show that if G e'll and 11 is asubgroup of G, then GIH e'll and H e ?l-

(b) Let G be a finite group, and G* a minimal normal subgroup of G such that G /G* e ?1.

Show that for any subgroup 11 of G which contains G* (i.e., G* < H < G) , f{ is normal

in G and GIH e ?1.

2. Let G be a finite group.

(a) Show that if .f/ is a proper subgroup of G then G is not the union of the conjugates
of I/. (Hint: Use a counting argument. How many distinct conjugates can .FI have?)

(b) Show that if G acts transitively on a set X of size at least 2, then some element g e G
acts without fixed points (i..., g is not contained in the stabilizer of any point). (Hint: Use
part (a).)

3 .  Let  F be a f ie ld ,  and le t ,4  e M*rn(F)be g iven.  Set  C :  {B e Mnxn(F) lBA :  AB}.

(a) Show that F[A] : tp(,a)lp(r) e F'[r]] is a subring of Mnrn(f') which is a vector space
over J?.

(b) Show that C is a subring of Mn*.(F) which is a vector space over f', and that
FlAl c C.

(c) compute c ir / : (; ?), ""0 
ir / : (l l) *o* is the climension or F[A] in

each case?

4.(") If R is a ring and M a left R-module, define what it means for M to be a free

R-module.

(b) Show that every ,l?-module is a homomorphic image of a free ft-module.

(c) Let ,I be a non-zero ideal in a commutative ring Jl with identity. Show that ,I is a
foee R-module if and only if I is a principal ideal, generated by a € fi which is not a zero

divisor in R.

5, Show that any two fields of the same finite order are isotnorphic.

6.Find the Galois group of (r3 - 2)(*" - 3) over Q(r/f;) and work out the Galois corre-
s:pondence.


